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A B S T R A C T

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a prevalent disorder with effective pharmacological treatment
that benefits most patients. However, about one-third fail to benefit while others search non-pharmacological
alternatives, and for those options are scarce. One alternative treatment option is to alter abnormal right pre-
frontal cortex (rPFC) activity, given that rPFC abnormality has been repeatedly implicated in ADHD neuro-
phathology. Here, we evaluated whether targeting the rPFC with multiple sessions of repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS), which can modulate neuronal excitability, activity, and plasticity in a non-invasive
manner, will affect clinical symptoms in adults suffering from ADHD. Concomitantly, we used EEG to char-
acterize electrophysiological alterations induced by treatment and to search for correlation between baseline
neuronal activity and clinical response.

Forty-three drug free adults with ADHD were randomized to receive either Real, Active Control, or Sham
treatment (13 females, age ranging 21-46; n = 15, 14, 14, respectively), and underwent three weeks of daily
high-frequency (18 Hz) stimulation sessions. We found that Real treatment was safe and resulted in significant
improvement of symptoms (η2p = 0.34; Cohen's d(against Sham) = 0.96; Cohen's d(against AC) = 0.68; p = 0.00085).
Furthermore, based on EEG recorded within the first treatment session we established a novel biomarker,
composed of the Alpha and Low-gamma power, which highly correlated the magnitude of the clinical outcome
(r = 0.92, p = 0.0001).

Taken together, the results of this pilot study indicate safety and effectiveness of rTMS directed to the rPFC for
treatment of adult ADHD patients. The biomarker is suggested to reflect the responsiveness of the cortex to this
rTMS intervention. Following validation of the results in larger samples, this study may represent a step towards
a non-pharmacological treatment for adults with ADHD using EEG-based selection of optimal candidates for
treatment.

1. Introduction

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is characterized by
poor attention, impulsivity, hyperactivity and emotional-motivational
dysregulation (Sonuga-Barke, 2005), affecting 7.2% of children and
3.4% of adults worldwide (Fayyad et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2015).
Taking together the fact that almost 30% of participants find current
pharmacological treatments ineffective or intolerable (Biederman et al.,
2004), and the lack of treatment producing long-term effects, alter-
native medical options are needed. One such alternative is non-invasive
brain stimulation using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which

may induce long-term alleviation of symptoms by targeting the un-
derline neuropathology.

TMS enables to modulate cortical excitability, to focally alter brain
activity, and to promote plasticity at the network level (Fitzgerald et al.,
2006; Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). Multiple sessions of repetitive TMS
(rTMS) protocols are investigated as potential treatments for various
conditions, and are gradually becoming a viable clinical neuromodu-
lation intervention (Lefaucheur et al., 2014). For example, rTMS di-
rected to the left prefrontal cortex (PFC) has been cleared by the FDA
for the treatment of medication-resistant depression (Levkovitz et al.,
2015; O'Reardon et al., 2007) and rTMS directed to the medial
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prefrontal and cingulate cortices was recently cleared by the FDA for
the treatment of obsessive compulsive disorder (Carmi et al., 2019).

ADHD is associated with deficits in key domains of executive
functions, especially in response inhibition, maintenance of sustained
attention, working memory and planning (Willcutt et al., 2005). In
accordance, it is characterized by multiple functional and structural
neural network abnormalities, most prominently of frontal networks
(Rubia et al., 2014). For example, meta-analyses of whole-brain voxel-
based morphometry (VBM) or fMRI studies during inhibitory control
and attentional tasks, found that the right ventrolateral and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortices (VLPFC and DLPFC) are part of fronto-basal-ganglia
under-functioning networks in ADHD (Hart et al., 2013; Norman et al.,
2016), making the right PFC a potential target for rTMS treatment (but
see also Samea et al., 2019).

Non-invasive brain stimulation was administered previously in
ADHD, but primarily in studies including children and adolescents
(Bandeira et al., 2016; Breitling et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2018, 2019;
Gómez et al., 2014; Nejati et al., 2017; Soff et al., 2017;
Soltaninejad et al., 2019; Sotnikova et al., 2017), case reports
(Niederhofer, 2008, 2012), single session protocols (Bloch et al., 2010;
Cosmo et al., 2015; Jacoby and Lavidor, 2018) or stimulation protocol
of 3-5 sessions (Allenby et al., 2018; Cachoeira et al., 2017). A meta-
analysis of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) in ADHD
(Salehinejad et al., 2019) found that bi-lateral or left DLPFC (but not
right VLPFC) tDCS and anodal (but not cathodal) tDCS significantly
improved inhibitory control. On the other hand, and in accordance with
the above, a review of neurostimulation in ADHD [20] found that most
TMS studies agreed that increasing the excitability of the right DLPFC
through high frequency rTMS or decreasing the excitability of the left
DLPFC through low frequency rTMS can improve ADHD symptoms, but
with mixed results. One cross-over rTMS study (Bloch et al., 2010)
found that a single session improved attentional index in ADHD pa-
tients. Another study found that 6 weeks of rDLPFC high frequency
rTMS combined with atomoxetine is more effective than rTMS alone or
atomoxetine alone (Cao et al., 2018). Yet, other sham-controlled studies
failed to find significant differences between the groups, possibly due to
focality of stimulation missing potentially effective targets or simulta-
neous stimulation of opposing targets (Paz et al., 2017; Weaver et al.,
2012). As such, we attempted to target the rPFC unilaterally with a TMS
coil that produces a wide distribution of the magnetic field, and that
affects both the right VLPFC and the right DLPFC.

It is important to note that stimulation protocols, especially those
that use high-frequency stimulation, involve a degree of physical dis-
comfort that may induce bias to the treatment outcome. This is espe-
cially relevant during sham-controlled studies, and thus the use of ac-
tive stimulation to control for the influence of TMS-related sensation
upon sham effect is advocated by the guidelines for TMS usage and
research (Lefaucheur et al., 2014). In addition, treatment protocols
burden the patient heavily in terms of time and money, and not all
patients are expected to benefit. Thus, a method that will allow as-
sessment of individual suitability for treatment, and potential clinical
gains per individual, is much in need (for examples see Arns et al.,
2008; Tenke et al., 2011; Dinteren et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016;
Silberstein et al., 2017). Preferably, such a method will enable accurate
prediction of the clinical outcome as early and with as little disturbance
to the patient as possible.

To account for these considerations, we designed a semi-blinded
(see study design for clarification), randomized study that investigate the
clinical, behavioral and electrophysiological influences of high fre-
quency rTMS treatment directed to a wide portion of the rPFC, in-
cluding the DLPFC and VLPFC (Fig. 1A). We compared the results to
those of a group receiving sham stimulation and a group receiving ac-
tive control (AC) stimulation. For all groups we used similar temporal
pattern of stimulation and similar number of pulses, but the Sham coil
induced a parallel to scalp, non-penetrating magnetic field, while the
AC coil induced a focal supra-threshold field directed to the midway

between the DLPFC and the VLPFC (Fig. 1B). Note that the term "active
control" is used in accordance with brain stimulation trials
(Lefaucheur et al., 2014) rather than clinical equivalence trials
(Jones et al., 1996). In addition, we attempted to identify electro-
encephalography (EEG) based markers which are altered by the rTMS
treatment or ones that are correlated with the clinical outcome. We
investigated brain activity recorded in 3 conditions with increasing
level of disturbance to the participant: resting state, in response to
single magnetic pulses (TMS evoked potential; TEP), and during the
rTMS treatment session.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Fifty-two TMS-naive participants suffering from ADHD (mostly
students; 13 females), age ranging 21-46, were recruited over 3 years
using ads or mass university email. Participants received information
concerning the study requirements over the telephone and were further
screened by a senior psychiatrist using a semi structured interview
(SCID) based on DSM-V criteria to verify ADHD diagnosis and to rule
out psychiatric comorbidities. No minimum score of the Conners’ Adult
ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS) or other questionnaire was required.
Participants suffering from any additional axis I or II diagnosis in-
cluding anxiety, depression (major or bi-polar), obsessive compulsive
disorder, personality disorder (including anti-social), or substance
abuse; taking anti-psychotic, anti-depressive or mood stabilizers; have
own or first-degree relative's epileptic history; suffered from significant
neurological disorder or insult in the past, or those who could not tol-
erate rTMS stimulation, were excluded from the study. Participants
were required to refrain from taking any psychostimulant medication
for a week before, and during the rTMS treatment phase. All partici-
pants provided written informed consent and did not receive financial
compensation. The experimental protocol was approved by the ethics
committee of the Soroka University Medical Center and registered at
the NIH (ClinicalTrials.gov:NCT01737476).

2.2. Study design

Participants were randomly assigned to the Real, AC, or Sham
group. The Real and Sham coils were built together into a single helmet.
Sham treatment was designed to mimic the auditory artifacts evoked by
the active coil, without stimulating the brain itself (Levkovitz et al.,
2015). Randomization of the respective operation mode of the stimu-
lation (Real or Sham) was determined by a pre-programmed magnetic
treatment card individually assigned to each subject through the
double-blind randomization process. AC stimulation was administered
using a separated coil (see below), and as all participants were TMS
naive, they were told that stimulation may be either real or sham. Thus,
participants were completely blinded to group assignment, while TMS
operators were blinded to the Real/Sham assignment only (hence the
term "semi-blinded"). Participants received 15 rTMS treatment sessions
over 3 weeks, and a maintenance treatment session during a follow-up
(FU) visit 1 month after the last treatment session. Prior to and fol-
lowing each treatment session, participants completed a short compu-
terized assignment (Stern et al., 2016) designed to activate the relevant
brain pathways. This was done in accordance with previous studies
suggesting that engagement of the relevant circuitry may increase
clinical response to rTMS (Beaulieu and Milot, 2018; Carmi et al., 2019,
2017; Dinur-Klein et al., 2014; Isserles et al., 2013; Lieshout et al.,
2017) . Note that delivering this assignment during the treatment is not
possible due to distraction caused by the stimulation. Clinical assess-
ments were conducted 3 times: pre-treatment, post-treatment, and FU.
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2.3. TMS devices and procedure

TMS was delivered using a Magstim Rapid2 stimulator (Magstim,
UK) inducing biphasic pulses. The Real stimulation was delivered using
an H6-coil which was specially designed, based on the principles of the
H-coil family, to unilaterally stimulate wide portions of the right PFC
including the VLPFC and the DLPFC (Roth et al., 2002; Roth and
Zangen, 2014; Zangen et al., 2005). The Sham coil was encased in the
same helmet with the Real coil (as described above) and induced au-
ditory artifact but a non-penetrating electromagnetic field
(Levkovitz et al., 2015). The AC treatment was delivered using a Figure-
8 coil (Magstim, UK) with 70mm wings; handle oriented approximately
45° from the midline. Participants were required to use earplugs during
TMS sessions. Individual left hand RMT was measured at the beginning
of each treatment (Levkovitz et al., 2015) and the coil was then moved
5 cm anteriorly and 2 cm laterally from the motor hot spot to target the
right PFC (All coils where moved in a similar manner). These placement
parameters were set according to the H6-coil design and, importantly,
when applied with figure-8 coil, do not target directly the DLPFC (5-6
cm anterior to the motor hot spot; between electrode F4 and AF4)
(Fitzgerald et al., 2009) or the VLPFC (5 cm anterior and 4 cm lateral to
the motor hot spot; electrode F8) (Mottaghy et al., 2002; Vanneste and
Ridder, 2012), which are the two most implicated pre-frontal targets in
ADHD related network. Thus, AC stimulation was expected to produce a
focal off-target stimulation compared to the Real stimulation, with re-
sembling acoustic and somatosensory sensations. Stimulation included
40, 2 s long, 20 s apart, 18 Hz TMS trains (total of 1440 pulses per
session) at stimulator power output of 120% of Resting Motor
Threshold (RMT).

2.4. Clinical assessment

During every clinical assessment participants completed the CAARS

(self-report, long version) (Conners et al., 1999a; Erhardt et al., 1999),
Barkely Adult ADHD Rating Scale (BAARS-IV) (Barkley, 2010), Beha-
vioral Rating Inventory for Executive Functioning (BRIEF-A)
(Roth et al., 2005), and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al.,
1961). Primary outcome measure was defined as the change in ADHD
total symptoms according to the CAARS norms from pre- to post-
treatment (D1 to D15; CAARS scores are standardized according to age
and gender; normal distribution, mean = 50, SD = 10) (Conners et al.,
1999b). Secondary outcome measures were response rate, defined as
25% or higher reduction in total ADHD symptoms score of the CAARS
questionnaire (Cheng et al., 2007; Durell et al., 2013; Amiri et al., 2012;
Newcorn et al., 2009; Montoya et al., 2014), and other subscales of the
CAARS, BAARS-IV, BRIEF-A, and BDI.

2.5. Behavioral tasks

We used Mindstreams – a validated cognitive battery
(Dwolatzky et al., 2003; Schweiger et al., 2003) to assess treatment
related behavioral changes across an array of ADHD related cognitive
domains and tasks, including: attention, executive function, informa-
tion processing speed, memory, and the Stroop task. The Mindstreams
battery delivers a composite score for Stroop performance which ad-
justs for speed-accuracy tradeoffs (Osman et al., 2000), and is computed
as accuracy divided by response time of the incongruent condition. This
score, though only partially measuring the Stroop effect (congruent-
incongruent), was previously found to distinguish between ADHD
participants and controls (Schweiger et al., 2007). Mindstreams was
administered three times, coupled with the clinical assessment (D1,
D15, FU). Mindstream's scores are standardized according to age- and
education-specific normative data (Doniger, 2008) (normal distribu-
tion, mean = 100, SD = 15).

Additionally, we used the Stop Signal Task (see detailed methods in
supplementary materials) to assess acute (single session) and prolonged

Fig. 1. Study design and rTMS coils. (A)
Participants received 5 daily sessions per week
for 3 weeks (15 sessions total), and a main-
tenance treatment session during the follow-up
visit 1 month later. Three sessions (D1, D15,
and FU) included clinical assessments, and 4
included EEG recordings (D1, D8, D15, and
FU). (B) The colored maps, overlaid on MRI
images, describe the absolute magnitude of the
electrical field induced by the TMS coils at
intensity equivalent to 120% of the resting
motor threshold, as measured in a phantom
model of the human head (Roth et al., 2007).
Red pixels indicate regions with field intensity
above the threshold for neuronal activation,
which was set to 100 V/m. Coils were posi-
tioned 5 cm anterior and 2 cm lateral to the
typical motor hotspot. Top right panel shows
the brain slices (1 cm between each slice) used
to present the field maps. D – Day; FU – Follow
Up; AC – Active Control. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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treatment effects on behavioral inhibition. This task was delivered eight
times (before and after the treatments in D1, D8, D15, and FU).

2.6. TEP protocol

TEP was delivered using the figure-8 coil to all participants, in-
dependently of the treatment coil identity. Fifty single TMS pulses, at
stimulator power output of 120% of RMT, with an inter-pulse interval
of 5 s, were delivered to the treatment area before and after treatments
in D1, D8, D15 and FU.

2.7. EEG recordings and processing

Recording and preprocessing methods concerning segmentation,
filtration, and removal of TMS related and non-related artifacts are
detailed in the supplementary methods. Briefly:

EEG was acquired in D1, D8, D15 and FU using a TMS-compatible
64-channel amplifier (ANT Ltd.) during resting state, TEP procedure,
and treatment (in this order; eyes closed during all conditions).
Preprocessing was conducted using EEGlab (Delorme and
Makeig, 2004). Resting state data was transformed to the frequency
domain and analyzed as power in specific bands, while TEP activity was
segmented around the TMS pulse and analyzed in the time domain
according to conventional TEP components (Premoli et al., 2014;
Rogasch et al., 2014).

Treatment data was extracted from the time periods between the
trains (Inter-train intervals, ITI) and segmented into 2 s epochs starting
1 s after train's ending to avoid TMS related artifacts induced by the
stimulation and ceasing 5 s before the upcoming train to avoid activity
alterations caused by anticipation to the next train (total of 7 segments
per ITI). The data was then transformed to the frequency domain.

The in-treatment based biomarker was computed as Alpha (8-
14.5 Hz) to Low-gamma (30–40 Hz) activity power ratio (see Results)
based on the first post-train ITI segments recorded in the first treatment
session (seconds 1–3 after each train's ending). This timeframe was
chosen to depict the acute influence of the stimulation on the EEG while
avoiding TMS related artifacts.

To eliminate the possibility that prefrontal activity may originate
from posterior sources (Hagemann et al., 2001), we computed spectral
density using two reference schemes: average reference (AVR) and
Current Source Density (CSD) (Hagemann, 2004). Results using AVR
are presented in the main text, while results using CSD are presented in
supplementary Fig. 3. Both methods lead to similar outcomes and
conclusions.

2.8. Statistical analysis

Sample size was set to 54 (45 before 20% estimated dropout rate)
assuming a medium-large effect size (Levkovitz et al., 2015) and re-
quiring power of 0.95 at a significance level of 5% in a 3 by 2 model of
mixed ANOVA. ANOVAs were conducted using STATISTICA software
(version 13; TIBCO Soft Inc.). All statistical inference was performed
using two tailed tests requiring a-priory alpha level of 5%.

Clinical and behavioral measures were analyzed using 2 way mixed
model ANOVAs with time (pre, post treatment) as within subjects factor
and group (Real, AC, Sham) as between subjects factor. Post hoc sig-
nificance tests were Bonferroni corrected. Response rates were tested
using Fisher exact non parametric test. Correlations between the clin-
ical primary outcome measure and the behavioral scores in the
Mindstreams cognitive battery were computed using Pearson linear
coefficient. Significance values were Bonferroni corrected for 18 tests (6
cognitive scores × 3 groups).

All electrophysiological data were tested, unless detailed otherwise,
using non-parametric permutation analysis (Monte-Carlo method) im-
plemented in FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011). Multiple tests due to
electrodes number were corrected using cluster based permutation test.

The biomarker correlative value was tested using a whole scalp
permutation analysis with r statistic between the marker's power in
each electrode and the primary outcome measure of total ADHD
symptoms of the CAARS.

The inter-hemispheric balance analysis investigated if the observed
changes in ADHD symptoms are the resultant of an asymmetric phe-
nomenon, reflecting the activity balance between the two hemispheres,
and not the absolute power in each individual hemisphere. It was
computed based on partial correlations between the marker's power in
each electrode and the CAARS total ADHD symptoms, controlling for
the marker's power in the contra-lateral symmetric electrode. By that,
we eliminated (partialled out or residualized (Wheeler et al., 1993)) the
influence of common activity shared by the two hemispheres. Permu-
tation tests are not suited for such a multi-step process, thus the partial
correlations where tested using parametric tests and controlled using
False Detection Rate (FDR) method for 54 electrodes, excluding the
midline channels (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Following results of
the first analysis, additional inter-hemispheric balance model was
conducted for the Alpha activity from the resting state EEG of the first
treatment session, targeting the 8 pre-frontal most implicated channels
(FC4, FC2, F4, F2 and the paired left channels; FDR corrected).

Further details concerning statistical methods for testing of sec-
ondary behavioral and electrophysiological outcome measures
(Mindstreams, investigation of marker's components, and treatment
related effects on TEP and resting state activity) can be found in sup-
plementary methods.

3. Results

Fifty-two subjects were enrolled to the study following screening by
a psychiatrist, and assigned to the Real, AC or the Sham group (n = 20,
16, 16, respectively). Forty-three subjects completed the treatment
phase and were included in the final analysis (n = 15, 14, 14, re-
spectively; see supplementary Fig. 1 and supplementary Table 1 for a
consort diagram and detailed sample size for each analysis). No base-
line differences were found between the groups in demographic data, or
primary and secondary measures (Table 1).

Table 1
Baseline demographic clinical and behavioral characteristics.

Sham AC Real p value

Female\Male 11\3 10\4 13\2 0.6
Age 27.64 (1.58) 26.13 (0.59) 26.62 (0.66) 0.58
CAARS ADHD total symptoms (t score) 78.14 (3.27) 79.20 (2.00) 73.62 (3.85) 0.41
BAARS total ADHD score 45.5 (3.76) 47.00 (1.93) 45.54 (2.59) 0.91
BRIEF-A GEC 65.00 (2.34) 67.14 (3.05) 69.4 (2.01) 0.47
BDI 8.36 (2.16) 4.00 (0.88) 6.66 (0.71) 0.12

Means and standard errors are detailed. CAARS - Conners' Adult ADHD Rating Scale; BAARS - Barkely Adult ADHD Rating Scale-IV; BRIEF-A - Behavioral Rating
Inventory for Executive Functioning; GEC - Global Executive Composite scale; AC – Active Control.
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3.1. Clinical and behavioral effects

One subject from the AC group experienced a seizure during the 3rd

treatment session and terminated participation (see supplementary case
report). No additional adverse events were reported other than tran-
sient headaches and scalp discomfort localized to the stimulation area.
ANOVA of the primary outcome measure (Fig. 2A) revealed significant
main effect of Time (F(1,39) = 15.60, p = 0.0005; η2p(partial) = 0.29),
along with a significant Time X Group interaction (F(2,39) = 3.45,
p = 0.042; η2p = 0.15). The mean improvement scores (and SE) in
ADHD total symptoms were 8.27 ± 1.83, 2.84 ± 1.96, 1.86 ± 1.90
for the Real, AC and Sham groups, respectively. Post-hoc comparisons
revealed that only the Real group showed a significant improvement
(F(1,39) = 20.45, pc(corrected) = 0.00085; η2p = 0.34; Cohen's d(against
Sham) = 0.96; Cohen's d(against AC) = 0.68). In addition, analysis of the
secondary outcome measure of response rate revealed a marginally
significant differences between the Real and Sham groups (40.0% vs
7.1% improvement; p = 0.08), but not between Real and AC groups
(40.0% vs 21.4% improvement; p = 0.43; Fig. 2A). Analysis of FU
scores revealed a similar, but non-significant patterns of Time X Group
interaction effect (F(2,32) = 1.14, n.s; 9.55 ± 3.17, 3.09 ± 3.17,
4.61 ± 2.92 of mean improvement in ADHD total symptoms for the
Real, AC and Sham groups, respectively), and response rates (36%,
25%, 15%, respectively). Importantly, rPFC stimulation did not induce
alteration in BDI in this ADHD population (F(2,39) = 1.17, n.s; supple-
mentary Fig. 2D), and improvement in ADHD symptoms was not
mediated by BDI change (see supplemental analysis).

Analysis of the various CAARS subscales and the BAARS-IV revealed
greater improvement in the Real group across domains, albeit only the
hyperactivity/impulsivity domain demonstrated significant differences
compared to the control groups (supplementary Fig. 2A and B). In the
behavioral measures of the Mindstreams computerized battery (sup-
plementary Fig. 2C), similar trends for greater improvement in the Real
group were observed, especially in the Stroop task (Fig. 2B). ANOVA of
the change in Stroop performances revealed a significant effect for Time

(F(1,26) = 18.39, p = 0.0002; η2p = 0.41), along with a marginally
significant Time X Group interaction (F(1,26) = 3.95, p = 0.057;
η2p = 0.13). Post-hoc comparisons found improvement in Stroop per-
formances in the Real group relative to the Sham group
(F(1,26) = 21.21, pc = 0.00057; η2p = 0.45), but not relative to the AC
group (F(1,26) = 0.19, n.s). Moreover, across the Mindstreams domains,
the Real group demonstrated high correlation with clinical improve-
ment (supplementary Fig. 2C, insertion), which again was most pro-
nounced in the Stroop task (Fig. 2C). More specifically, the improve-
ment of Stroop performances and the reduction of ADHD symptoms
significantly correlated within the Real group (r(13) = 0.85,
pc = 0.001), but not within the AC (r(11) = −0.09, n.s) or the Sham
(r(11) = 0.26, n.s) groups. Conversely, analysis of stopping times in the
Stop Signal Task did not reveal differences between the groups, as a
ubiquitous improvement in task performance (presumably training ef-
fect due to multiple task repetitions) in all groups was observed (sup-
plementary Fig. 2E). Finally, results from the BRIEF-A questionnaire
indicated improvement in distinct executive functions, albeit none of
those reached significance (supplementary Fig. 2F).

3.2. Biomarkers correlated with treatment outcome

In an attempt to identify the electrophysiological correlates of the
stimulation we investigated EEG activity during the inter-train interval
of the treatment to seek for activity alternations caused by the rTMS
train (Allen et al., 2007; Pasley et al., 2009), in addition to the more
traditional single TMS pulse approach (Rogasch and Fitzgerald, 2013;
Sun et al., 2016). We did not reveal clear correlations between clinical
outcomes and treatment related alternations following 3 weeks (as
detailed below and in supplementary materials). However, we did
identify two activity components observed under the stimulation area
during the inter-train intervals of the first TMS session of the Real (but
not of the control groups) which were correlated with the clinical
outcome. Alpha activity was found to be negatively correlated
(r(n=15) = −0.56, pc = 0.035), while Low-gamma positively correlated

Fig. 2. Clinical and behavioral results. (A) Symptom improvement and response rates after 3 weeks of treatment. (B) Stroop performances improvement after 3 weeks
of treatment, and with correlation to symptoms improvement (C). ***pc < 0.001 between pre- and post-treatment results of the Real group; #p = 0.08 compared to
the Sham group. CAARS - Conners' Adult ADHD Rating Scale; AC – Active Control.
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(r(n=15) = 0.74, pc = 0.012) with the improvement of symptoms
(Fig. 3A and supplementary Fig. 3A). These activity components were
used to form an EEG marker calculated as the power ratio between the
two frequency bands. Distinguished spatial patterns of elevated marker
activity were found in the two active TMS groups when compared with
Sham activity (Fig. 3B, supplementary Fig. 3B, and also supplementary
Fig. 4A for better 3D visualization). While AC subjects demonstrated a
roundly shaped and relatively narrow locus of enhanced marker ac-
tivity (puc(uncorrected) = 0.12 at channel AF4), the Real group subjects'
activity was more widespread but accentuated at its maximal point
(puc = 0.007 at channel FC6).

Moreover, a whole scalp correlation analysis between the marker
and ADHD total symptoms improvement revealed a significant broad
cluster of positive linear correlations in the Real group alone. This
finding was most prominent in channels under the stimulation area

(Fig. 3C, supplementary Fig. 3C), and observed using either AVR
(cluster of 38 channels, rFC4(n=15) = 0.85, pc = 0.003) or CSD (cluster
of 33 channels, rFC4(n=15) = 0.85, pc = 0.002). Along with the locus of
positive linear correlation seen in the right hemisphere under stimu-
lation area, a moderated correlation pattern was also observed in the
left hemisphere (supplementary Fig. 4B). This may be a result of an
asymmetric phenomenon like the abnormal brain asymmetry char-
acterizing ADHD (Hale et al., 2009, 2010; Keune et al., 2011, 2015),
masked by common activity shared by the two hemispheres
(Wheeler et al., 1993). We thus conducted an inter-hemispheric balance
analysis to uncover the direct correlation between the marker's power
and ADHD symptoms in each electrode (see statistical analysis). The
analysis revealed a negative partial correlation between the marker's
power and ADHD symptoms improvement in the left frontal area par-
alleling the stimulation site, both for AVR (rFC4(n=15) = 0.92,

Fig. 3. Treatment based biomarker. (A) Linear
correlations as a function of Group and Frequency,
expressed as explained variance (r2; correlation
sign is maintained), between activity power mea-
sured at channel FC4 during treatment (under the
stimulation area) and symptoms improvement. (B)
Topographic plots of the averaged group differ-
ences in the power of the marker (Low-gamma to
Alpha power ratio), as a contrast between the ac-
tive groups and the Sham group. (C) Topographic
plots and scatter plots (at channel FC4) of the
linear correlations between the marker's power
and improvement of ADHD symptoms. (D) Scatter
plots (for channels FC4 and FC3) and head plots of
the inter-hemispheric balance model in the Real
group. Electrodes for which correlations are sig-
nificant are colored white. ##puc < 0.01 at channel
FC6; *pc < 0.05; ***pc < 0.005. AC – Active
Control. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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pc = 0.0001; rFC3(n=15) = −0.72, pc = 0.02; Fig. 4D) and CSD
(rFC4(n=15) = 0.91, pc = 0.0002; rFC3(n=15) = −0.64, pc = 0.049;
supplementary Fig. 3D) analyses. The inter-hemispheric balance ana-
lysis improved correlation power in additional 12.4% (72.2% and
84.6% of explained variance for the single and dual channel models,
respectively). Importantly, remarkable similarity seems to exist be-
tween the spatial distribution of correlation magnitude in the model
and the stimulation area of the H6 coil over the scalp placement
(Fig. 3D).

Next, in order to characterize the nature of the marker's compo-
nents, we tested their dynamics in response to the stimulation trains,
and in comparison to resting state activity. ANOVA of brain activity
dynamics within the ITI revealed a significant Time X Frequency in-
teraction (F(5,90) = 2.62, p = 0.03; η2p = 0.13). The slopes of the
averaged activity power show that while Low-gamma activity decays
gradually after the train, Alpha activity stays relatively stable (Fig. 4A).
Post hoc analysis revealed significant differences in power reduction

between the frequency bands, starting 7 s after the train. Correlations
between activity during the first treatment (first post-train segments of
the inter-train intervals) and resting state (just prior to the first treat-
ment and before any stimulation had been delivered) showed a robust
pattern of high positive Alpha correlations over the whole scalp in all
treatment groups. This pattern was observed also in the Low-gamma
band activity of the Sham group, but attenuated in the AC group and
abolished in the Real group, especially in electrodes under the stimu-
lation area (Fig. 4B).

As Alpha activity between treatment and resting state was highly
correlated, we conducted another inter-hemispheric balance model
using the EEG Alpha activity of the Real group during resting state. This
analysis revealed a prefrontal locus of significant correlation between
activity power at resting state before the first treatment and change in
ADHD total symptoms after 3 weeks of treatment (Fig. 5). These partial
correlations were negative in the right hemisphere (AVR:
rFC4(n=15) = −0.72, pc = 0.0128; CSD: rFC4(n=15) = −0.66,
pc = 0.025) and positive in the left (AVR: rFC3(n=15) = 0.65,
pc = 0.013; CSD: rFC3(n=15) = 0.47, pc = 0.15).

3.3. Electrophysiological alterations induced by 3 weeks of rTMS treatment

In order to examine the effect of stimulation on frontal excitability,
we compared pre- and post-treatment TEP's. In agreement with former
publications (Premoli et al., 2014; Rogasch et al., 2014), we identified a
TEP curve observed under the stimulation area (channel F4), with a
typical shape of N45, P60, N75, N100 and the P180 components
(Fig. 6A). Permutation analysis of Time X Group interaction in these
components’ time windows of interest (TOIs) revealed significant
frontal cluster in the N75 TOI (p= 0.039, channels: AF3-4, AFz, F-4, Fz,
FC3, FCz; not shown). Further, decomposition of the N75 effect to its
sources revealed a simple Time by Group contrast between the Real and
Sham groups containing 2 significant clusters: one frontal (15 channels,
p = 0.0072) and the other right parietal-occipital (12 channels,
p = 0.023) (Fig. 6B). The frontal cluster demonstrated treatment in-
duced reduction in the N75 amplitude in the Real compared to the
control groups, and had clear ipsi-lateral and contra-lateral loci to the
stimulation area. No significant clusters were spotted in the Real/AC
contrast. In the P180 TOI we observed a local Time X Group interaction
in two electrodes placed under the stimulation area (channel F4,
puc = 0.028; channel AF4, puc = 0.049), but no significant cluster was
identified (supplementary Fig. 5). In addition, no further clusters were
identified in the other TOIs.

Analysis of the resting state activity before and after 3 weeks of
treatment revealed a significant effect on power in the beta band seen in
a cluster of electrodes not under the stimulation area in the AC but not
in the Real group. This seems to be unrelated to the clinical effect itself,
hence results are detailed in the supplementary materials (supplemen-
tary Fig. 6).

4. Discussion

Overall, the use of rTMS over the rPFC was safe and effective. A

Fig. 4. Characterization of the marker's components. (A) Activity dynamics
during the ITI for the Alpha and Low-gamma components observed under sti-
mulation area (channel FC4) as a function of time after the stimulus train in the
Real group. Power in all time points is expressed as a ratio relative to the first
post-train (1-3 s) segment. (B) Correlations between Alpha and Low-gamma
power during ITI and resting state in the different groups. *pc < 0.05,
***pc < 0.001. AC – Active Control. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 5. Resting state-based biomarker. Inter-hemi-
spheric balance analysis of partial correlations be-
tween Alpha power during resting state before the first
treatment and improvement of ADHD symptoms in the
Real group. Scatter plots are shown (left) for electrodes
FC3 and FC4 as well as topographic plot of the whole
head. Electrodes for which correlations are significant
are colored white. *pc < 0.05. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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single incident of seizure was observed in the AC group, but no addi-
tional serious side effects were reported. We found that 3 weeks of daily
Real rPFC stimulation can induce alleviation of adults’ ADHD symp-
toms, compared to AC and Sham stimulation. The treatment effect size
(Cohen's d(against Sham) = 0.96; Cohen's d(against AC) = 0.68), measured
as symptoms improvement, was comparable to that reported in sham-
controlled randomized trials of ADHD pharmacotherapies (Cheng et al.,
2007; Faraone et al., 2004; Faraone and Biederman, 2002;
Schachter et al., 2001), but was diminished after 1 month of follow-up,
and the response rates (40%, 7.1%, 21.4% for the Real, Sham, and AC
groups) were relatively modest. Taken together, the clinical results

indicate that rTMS directed to the rPFC may serve as an alternative
treatment to those adults suffering from ADHD and do not benefit, or
cannot tolerate the side effects of existing pharmacological treatments
(Biederman et al., 2004) . Further investigation is needed to clarify if
the clinical outcome can be promoted by extending the treatment
period (which was shorter compared to that of MDD and OCD)
(Carmi et al., 2019; Levkovitz et al., 2015), and if maintenance treat-
ments are needed to preserve the clinical effect (Benadhira et al., 2017;
Richieri et al., 2013).

The alleviation of ADHD symptoms in the Real group was accom-
panied by and correlated with a modest improvement in the Stroop

Fig. 6. Influence of rTMS treatment on TEP. (A)
Averaged baseline TEP from all participants (upper
left panel; channel F4) demonstrated typical com-
ponents of N45, P60, N75, N100, and P180. Data
for each individual group, Pre (D1) and Post (D15)
treatment, is also presented (upper right and lower
panels). Deleted time window of artifact is marked
by dark gray, TOIs are marked by light gray, and
shaded area around the TEP curves marks the SEM.
(B) Topographic plots of the averaged TEPs at the
N75 TOI are presented for Pre- and Post-treatment,
for Post- minus Pre-treatment, and for the contrast
between the control groups and the Real group
(expressed as effect size; Cohen's d). Electrodes for
which differences are significant are colored white,
**pc < 0.01. AC – Active Control. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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composite score, which was previously found to be reduced in adult
ADHD patients (Schweiger et al., 2007). The correlation found here
between clinical improvement (subjectively reported by the partici-
pants) and improvement in performance (objectively measured using a
computerized task) supports the validity of the findings. Additionally,
taking into account that ADHD participants are reported to exhibit
hypo-activation of the right VLPFC during performance of the Stroop
and other inhibitory tasks (Hart et al., 2013) suggests that treatment
improvement may be mediated by VLPFC modulation induced by the
multiple treatment sessions. Nevertheless, given that the Stroop was the
only task influenced by the treatment, and the unconventional manner
of the Stroop composite score (computed based on the accuracy and
reaction time of the incongruent condition alone), it is hard to conclude
which cognitive ability was altered by the treatment.

Our study included a two-fold control system, Sham and AC sti-
mulation, to eliminate potential confounds and placebo effects
(Lefaucheur et al., 2014). Here, AC was used to mimic the physical
sensation of the Real stimulation, including muscular spasms proximate
to the target area, which are absent from the Sham stimulation. Given
that both Sham and AC groups did not show significant improvement in
symptoms, it is less-likely that the clinical effects produced in the Real
group resulted from a non-specific muscular, auditory, visual (appa-
ratus shape), or any other confounding factor associated with the sti-
mulation. Nevertheless, as no control is perfect, the greater peripheral
stimulation produced by the wide H6-coil compared to focal Figure-8
coil may have augmented the therapeutic effect. Additionally, it should
be noted that response rates highlighted therapeutic response in the
Real group when compared with the Sham group, but not with the AC
group. This is likely due to the impoverished statistical power of the
tests being used. However, taking into account variation between
subjects and the lack of neuronavigation in this study, it is possible that
in few subjects AC stimulation affected relevant brain areas and led to
alleviation of symptoms.

Additionally we found a pattern of the rPFC TEP that closely re-
sembles previous TMS-EEG data (Premoli et al., 2014; Rogasch et al.,
2014), but did not correlated with the clinical outcome. More specifi-
cally, analysis of the evoked neural signals from the designated TEP
protocol revealed significant reduction in the N75 amplitude following
3 weeks of treatment in the Real group when compared with the Sham
group. These findings of an enduring treatment-induced neural phe-
nomena reflect neuroplastic effect of multiple TMS treatment sessions,
and is likely to have intervened in the excitatory-inhibitory interplay of
the stimulated neural tissue (Noda et al., 2017). Interestingly, alterna-
tions in the global TEP response (global field mean potential), occurring
in the same time range of the N75 (60–90 ms after the magnetic pulse)
were recently reported in Alzheimer patients following 2 weeks of high
frequency rTMS treatment (Koch et al., 2018). However, to the best of
our knowledge, no functional interpretation has been made in respect
to the N75 component, despite clearly appearing in previous TEP stu-
dies of the same brain area (Kähkönen et al., 2005; Rogasch et al.,
2014). We can only hypothesize that similarly to the temporally ad-
jacent N45, P60 and N100, the N75 also reflect GABA mediated activity
(Premoli et al., 2014; Farzan et al., 2013). Further evidence on the
neural significance of this component would help to determine whether
this reduction in N75 following multiple treatment sessions indeed re-
flects an alternation of inhibitory neural activity in rPFC leading to
improvement in ADHD symptoms.

Finally, our neural data provide a potentially powerful biomarker
correlated with treatment efficacy. This marker is based on EEG activity
recorded within the first treatment session and was found stable under
both AVR and CSD. Specifically, the ratio of low Gamma to Alpha ac-
tivity was correlated with ADHD symptoms improvement, accounting
for 84.6% (r = 0.92) of variance in treatment response. As shown by
the interhemispheric balance analysis, this marker has an inverse inter-
hemispheric association pattern with symptomatic improvement. That
is, in the rPFC it is positively associated, while in the lPFC it is

negatively associated, with treatment success.
Importantly, Alpha and Gamma frequencies have been repeatedly

associated with distinctive, presumably competitive, roles in terms of
neural network activity in both human and animal research. Studies
point that Alpha and Gamma activities co-interact with each other in an
inhibitory layer specific fashion (Spaak et al., 2012). That is, bursts of
Gamma activity are phase coupled with Alpha activity (Osipova et al.,
2008; Spaak et al., 2012; Voytek et al., 2010), and Alpha and Gamma
power are inversely correlated (Spaak et al., 2012). Indeed, greater
Alpha activity is generally viewed as a hallmark of a less responsive and
less functional brain state. Alpha power is inversely correlated with
blood oxygenation (Laufs et al., 2003), is enhanced at rest when no
input enters the visual system (Barry et al., 2007), and heightened
during inhibition of task-irrelevant brain areas (Jensen and
Mazaheri, 2010; Klimesch et al., 2007). Critically for the present find-
ings, Alpha activity also reflects cortical excitability and its respon-
siveness to TMS. The probability of a TMS pulse to produce either a
motor or a visual response is reduced with greater Alpha power under
the stimulation area (Romei et al., 2008; Samaha et al., 2017;
Sauseng et al., 2009). Gamma-band activity, by contrast, is positively
correlated with blood oxygenation (Murta et al., 2015) and has been
associated with more functional cortical state during sensory stimula-
tion and performance of cognitive tasks (Başar, 2013). Trains of rTMS
also induce long lasting (~60 s post train) elevation in both spiking
rates and cortical LFP Gamma activity (Allen et al., 2007). Furthermore,
Pasley et al. (2009) showed that this response pattern is dependent on
the pre-train background levels of Alpha and Gamma activity (negative
and positive association in accordance), thereby indicating that acti-
vation levels just prior to the stimulation delivery modulate outcome.

The current findings are consistent with the notion that the Alpha
and Low-gamma activities have distinct neural origins. First, Low-
gamma activity power peaks following stimulation then gradually de-
cays, while Alpha activity power remains stable (Fig. 5A). Second,
Alpha band power during treatment (at the inter-train interval) is
highly correlated with that of resting state in all treatment groups, but
Gamma activity is modulated by treatment (that is, resting state/
treatment correlations were abolished in the Real group, attenuated in
the active control group and remained high in the Sham group). Third,
in line with Pasley et al. (2009), the Alpha and Low-gamma components
of the biomarker form inverse association patterns with the behavioral
outcome of the stimulation. Thus, it is suggested that the Low-gamma
frequency observed reflects cortical response readily generated by rTMS
while Alpha activity is prone to a more stable, trait-like pattern
(Anokhin et al., 2006), presumably indexing cortical inhibition level
(Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010). Together they mirror the responsivity of
the cortex to rTMS, which is eventually reflected in behavioral and
clinical outcomes. Within this model, participants whose baseline brain
activity is electrophysiologically responsive to the rTMS will maximally
benefit from treatment.

Notably, the neural correlates underlying the alpha component of
the biomarker are in line with current knowledge of ADHD neural pa-
thophysiology. We found a negative correlation between Alpha band
power during resting state and treatment outcome at rPFC electrodes,
while a positive correlation was found for lPFC electrodes (Fig. 5C). In
other words, participants with less right and more left Alpha PFC ac-
tivity tend to respond better to the treatment. This pattern echoes
ADHD's right prefrontal hypoactivity (Aron et al., 2004, 2014;
Bush et al., 2005; Dickstein et al., 2006; Pliszka et al., 2000, 2007)
which is manifested, among other things, as rPFC Alpha EEG asym-
metry during resting state (Hale et al., 2009, 2010; Keune et al., 2011,
2015). Within this conceptual framework, we suggest that rTMS
treatment of the rPFC was more effective for participants with less
profound rPFC hypoactivity.

Importantly, since most of the bandwidth of high frequency neural
activity recorded using scalp surface electrodes overlaps with this of
muscle activity (20–300 Hz) (Muthukumaraswamy, 2013), the low
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gamma component of the biomarker may be alternatively explained by
residual TMS related muscles activation. Indeed, the spatial distribution
of the biomarker, the lack of correlation between resting state and in-
treatment low-gamma power, and the decay of power observed fol-
lowing stimulation trains, are in accordance with both neuronal and
muscle activity. The distinction between these two alternatives is hard
to make and there are competing explanations for each case. For ex-
ample, greater clinical improvement can be attributed to greater in-
tensity of stimulation (resulting from different MTs), which may induce
greater neuronal effects, but also greater muscle activation. This issue
should be further explored, but given future confirmation, such a bio-
marker, whether coming from a neuronal or a muscle source, may allow
withholding treatment from those expected not to benefit, and by that
to save time, money, and disappointment for many, regardless of the
component's origin.

4.1. Study limitations

The current work was a pilot study exploring the potential benefit of
a non-invasive electromagnetic stimulation treatment in ADHD parti-
cipants using 3 comparison groups. As such, it suffered from several
limitations. One limitation concerns the study sample which was
moderate at its size, and was based on non-comorbid participants who
were mostly students, thus may ill-represent the broad ADHD popula-
tion. This may lead to biased results, reduced statistical power, and
over-estimation of both the clinical outcome and electrophysiological
biomarkers. Future studies that will only compare Real and Sham sti-
mulation should employ larger and more representative samples in
order to validate the current results. Additional limitation is the rela-
tively high level of dropouts and discontinuation rate in the active
groups compared to previous clinical trials (Carmi et al., 2019;
Levkovitz et al., 2015; O'Reardon et al., 2007). This is probably due to
heightened discomfort caused by the muscle contraction induced by
this specific H6-coil over the target area, and perhaps given different
balance between the burden of the treatment protocol and the burden
of ADHD symptoms in adults, relative to the greater burden of condi-
tions such as major depression or OCD. Future studies should determine
if lower stimulation intensities may lessen dropout rates while main-
taining or improving the clinical effect. Last, given the exploratory
nature of the current study and although primary and secondary out-
come measures were defined a-priory and we used proper statistical
correction for all post-hoc and correlation analyses, it can be argued
that additional correction is needed due to the use of multiple ques-
tionnaires and tasks in the Mindstreams cognitive battery. As such,
future studies can use the indications obtained here to conduct a more
rigorous examination of specific cognitive effects.

5. Conclusions

Cumulatively, this study suggests a safe, theoretically motivated,
pathophysiologically relevant, non-pharmacological treatment to alle-
viate ADHD symptoms in adults. Furthermore, it offers a potential
biomarker which can minimize physical, mental and financial burden,
while maximizing the therapeutic value of the intervention. Finally, the
neural and behavioral findings obtained here further establish the
causative role of the rPFC in ADHD. Replication of the findings in larger
samples may pave the way for a novel treatment for adult ADHD with a
biomarker for patient selection.
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